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PRODUCT GUIDE  

Congratulations on your new PLP student, Kaia Surname 1.3, commonly referred to as 
“Kaia” or sometimes “Kai-Kai.” Your new student comes with functions including, but 
not limited to, the following: 


• Always being there for you

• Helping you to the best of her abilities

• Being an engaged learner and thinking outside the box

• Please note that your Kaia’s language can be set to English or French


GETTING STARTED  

Before you access Kaia for the first time, please leave behind any unkind or untrue 
comments. Your Kaia responds best to those who are respectful.


ACCESSIBILITY 

During the week, Kaia is usually found at Seycove Secondary. Outside of school hours, 
Kaia can be contacted by email or iMessage at email@emails.ca. Kaia will try to reply 
to you as soon as possible, but usually turns on Do Not Disturb from 8:00PM - 6:30AM.


Kaia likes using Instagram, to post about her puppy. Her account is name_puppy , and 
though her account is private, she will accept your follow as long as she knows who it 
is.


SETTINGS 

Kaia has four primary settings: Friend, Family, Student and Other Person.


Setting 1: Friend


When your Kaia 1.3 is in this setting, it means she is around friends or people around 
her age that she knows fairly well. In this mode, Kaia will be much more outgoing, silly 
and funny and she may start laughing uncontrollably. When Kaia is around very close 
friends, she will often switch to Family mode (see Setting 2: Family).


Please note that some parts have 
been redacted for online privacy.



Setting 2: Family


 


When Kaia is in this mode, it means she is around the people she knows the best and 
is around the most. Under this setting, Kaia will act weirdly, such as talking excessively 
about something random or making strange jokes. Around family she sees less often, 
Kaia can glitch between Family mode and Other Person mode (see Setting 4: Other 
person).


Setting 3: Student 


When Kaia is in this mode, she will be an attentive listener and and focused learner. 
Kaia tries to be an engaged student even when she isn’t interested in the topic. Your 
Kaia 1.3 works hard to complete her work in time, while staying balanced with her busy 
lifestyle. When your Kaia 1.3 is in this mode, she can often be a perfectionist. 
Unfortunately we are still trying to find a way to update this part of her system.


Setting 4: Other Person


When your Kaia 1.3 is in this setting, it means she is not in any of her other modes, 
with people she is not acquainted with or in an unfamiliar place.. In this mode, Kaia 
becomes very uncertain, quiet and shy. If Kaia is in this mode, it is recommended that 
you approach her and introduce yourself. 


WARNINGS 

This device may…


• become very tired and auto switch to French due to this

• have unstoppable giggle fits over random things that she finds funny

• make jokes that make no sense 

• be overly sarcastic

• freak out over cute animals


TROUBLESHOOTING  

Problem Solution 

Kaia says or does something that you didn’t like. Let her know! She appreciates you telling her and 
will try her best not to do it again!



TIPS TO MAINTAIN OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE  
Fuel with delicious food (but she is allergic to pineapple!) and preferably cold water, 
apple/orange juice or smoothies.

Give this device croissants at least once a month.

Make sure this device is sufficiently charged at all times.

Be kind!


 


Kaia is in a bad mood. There is still no instant fix to this issue, however 
when your Kaia is in a bad mood, it is advised to 
avoid saying or doing anything that could 
aggravate her further. If she is grumpy or upset 
because of something you did, give her few 
minutes and apologize sincerely. She will likely 
forgive you.

Kaia is very stressed. When this happens, there is nothing you can do 
either than let her be alone. Hugging or talking to 
her puppy or Best Friend Devices may help.


